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Background: Although guidelines for prophylactic human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination recommend
two doses for girls ages 9–14 years, several studies have demonstrated similar protection with one dose.
Our objective was to evaluate the long-term health and economic impacts of routine one-dose HPV vac-
cination compared to (1) no vaccination and (2) two-dose HPV vaccination in a low-income country.
Methods: We used a three-tiered hybrid modeling approach that captured HPV transmission, cervical
carcinogenesis, and population demographics to project long-term health and economic outcomes asso-
ciated with one-dose HPV vaccination (assuming 80% efficacy against HPV-16/18 infections under three
waning scenarios) and two-dose HPV vaccination (assuming 100% efficacy over the lifetime) in Uganda.
Costs included the vaccine program (dosage and delivery) costs over a 10-year period and cervical cancer
costs over the lifetimes of the current population of Ugandan women. Health outcomes included number
of cervical cancer cases and disability-adjusted life years (DALYs). Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios
(i.e., cost per DALY averted) were calculated and compared against the Ugandan per-capita gross domes-
tic product.
Results: Routine one-dose HPV vaccination of 9-year-old girls required substantial upfront investment
but was cost-saving compared to no vaccination when accounting for the cost-offsets from future cancers
averted. Forty years after initiating routine vaccination and depending on assumptions of vaccine waning,
one-dose HPV vaccination with equivalent coverage (70%) averted 15–16% of cervical cancer cases versus
21% with two-dose vaccination but required only half the upfront economic investment. Vaccination with
two doses had an attractive cost-effectiveness profile except if one-dose vaccination enabled higher cov-
erage (90% vs. 70%) and did not wane.
Conclusions: One-dose HPV vaccination resulted in cost-savings compared to no vaccination and could be
cost-effective compared to two-dose vaccination if protection is longstanding and higher coverage can be
achieved.
� 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Cervical cancer is caused by persistent infection with one of 13
sexually transmitted high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) geno-
types [1]. Globally, approximately 70% of cervical cancers are attri-
butable to HPV genotypes 16 and 18 [2]. The World Health
Organization recommends two-dose prophylactic HPV vaccination
for young girls aged 9–14 years, with a 6-month interval between
doses and completion prior to initiation of sexual activity [3].

Several studies—including the Costa Rica Vaccine Trial [4], a
multicenter cohort study in India [5], and the industry-sponsored
PATRICIA trial [6]—have indicated similar vaccine protection
among those receiving one or two doses of HPV vaccine. Compared
with a two-dose HPV vaccination schedule, one-dose HPV vaccina-
tion could potentially reduce programs costs, ease administration,
enable the delivery of multi-cohort vaccination, and increase HPV
vaccine program adoption in populations with limited access to
healthcare and a high burden of cervical cancer. Yet many uncer-
tainties remain, including the efficacy, duration of vaccine protec-
tion and value of a single HPV vaccine dose. Several vaccine trials
are underway to evaluate the properties of a one-dose vaccine
schedule, but it will be several years before those data become
available.

As we await additional empirical data, mathematical models
that integrate available evidence on sexual behavior and cervical
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cancer natural history can project epidemiological, health, and eco-
nomic outcomes over the considerable time horizon between
intervention and prevention of cancer. Such analyses can help
inform stakeholder decision-making in light of data gaps and
uncertainties. In particular, countries eligible for funding from
Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance face severe resource constraints,
prompting decision makers to consider the value – or cost-
effectiveness – of reduced HPV vaccine dosing schedules prior to
policy adoption or augmentation. Our objective was to evaluate
the long-term health and economic impacts of routine one-dose
HPV vaccination, compared to (1) no vaccination and (2) two-
dose HPV vaccination in the context of a low-income Gavi-
eligible country.
2. Methods

2.1. Analytic overview

We used a three-tiered hybrid modeling approach (Fig. 1) to
capture important behavioral, epidemiological and demographic
information in order to estimate the health and economic out-
comes associated with alternative one-dose HPV vaccination sce-
narios in Uganda. We linked a dynamic agent-based model of
HPV transmission (‘‘Harvard-HPV”) to a static individual-based
model of cervical carcinogenesis (‘‘Harvard-CC”) in order to cap-
ture both the direct and indirect ‘‘herd immunity” benefits of
HPV vaccination, as well as the complex natural history of HPV-
induced cervical cancer. Finally, we used a companion
population-based model (‘‘Harvard-Scale Up”) to project the health
Fig. 1. Overview of three-tiered model-based approach. Abbreviations. CC: cervica
and economic consequences for the population of Ugandan women
over time.
2.2. Simulation models

Harvard-HPV is an agent-based dynamic model of partnership
acquisition and HPV transmission that was based on a previous
compartmental model of HPV-16/18 transmission [7]. The model
allows the interaction of heterosexual men and women guided
by individual-level attributes such as HPV infection duration, nat-
ural immunity, partner concurrency, number of lifetime partners,
and duration of partnership(s) in order to capture both the direct
and indirect benefits under alternative HPV vaccination scenarios.
In contrast to the previous HPV-16/18 transmission model [7],
Harvard-HPV is an individual (i.e., agent-based) model and
includes additional stratified HPV genotypes (HPV-16, -18, -31, -
33, -45, -52, and -58). As Harvard-HPV requires highly-detailed
data on sexual behavior that are limited in the setting of Uganda,
we used a version of the model that reflects sexual mixing pat-
terns in the U.S. population (see Technical Appendix). We used
Harvard-HPV to generate HPV incidence reductions (including
herd immunity) by genotype and age over time associated with
alternative HPV vaccination scenarios that served as inputs into
Harvard-CC.

Harvard-CC is a static, individual-based (i.e., microsimulation)
model that tracks women from age 9 years as they transition
through HPV-related health states (i.e., no HPV infection, HPV
infection, cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grades 2 and 3, and cer-
vical cancer) until death, either from all causes or cervical cancer
l cancer, CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, HPV: Human papillomavirus.
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after its onset. Monthly transitions depend on age, duration (i.e.,
time since acquisition of HPV infection or precancer), HPV geno-
type (HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -45, -52, and -58, other grouped
high-risk types, and grouped low-risk types), and history of HPV
infection. Baseline model input parameters were derived from
large, empirical studies [8–11] and adapted to reflect epidemiolog-
ical outcomes in Uganda such as high-risk HPV prevalence [12],
HPV-16/18 type distribution in cancer [13], and age-specific cancer
incidence (Kyadondo registry, 2003–2007) [14]; details of the
model parameterization process, including calibration and adapta-
tion to the Ugandan setting have been published previously
[15,16]. The HPV incidence reductions from the vaccination scenar-
ios generated in Harvard-HPV were used as inputs into Harvard-CC
in order to project HPV-16 and HPV-18 cervical cancer incidence
reductions by age associated with alternative HPV vaccination sce-
narios. Outputs from Harvard-CC then served as inputs into the
companion population-based model, Harvard-Scale Up.

As previously described [17], Harvard-Scale Up is a multi-
cohort, Excel-based companion model used to capture the health
and economic benefits at the population level taking into account
changing demographics (e.g., population size, mortality rates) over
time. Unlike Harvard-CC described above, Harvard-Scale Up does
not track the complex natural history of cervical cancer; rather,
the model uses country- or region-specific data on the age-
specific incidence of cervical cancer [18] and HPV-16/18 type dis-
tribution (i.e. 73%) in cancer [13]. Projected cervical cancer cases
and deaths are adjusted for population growth over time. We
applied the age-specific cancer incidence reductions over time pro-
jected from Harvard-CC to the baseline age-specific cancer inci-
dence rates in Harvard-Scale Up [18] in order to estimate the
number of cancer cases and deaths averted, disability-adjusted life
years (DALYs) averted, and total economic costs at the population
level associated with the alternative HPV vaccination scenarios.

2.3. Strategies

We conducted analyses to evaluate the impact of one-dose HPV
vaccination in the context of settings that have not considered an
HPV vaccination program (‘‘Scenario A”), and settings that are con-
sidering two-dose HPV vaccination (‘‘Scenario B”). In Scenario A,
we compared routine one-dose HPV vaccination of 9-year-old girls
starting in 2017 to no HPV vaccination. In Scenario B, we compared
routine one-dose HPV vaccination to two-dose HPV vaccination of
9-year-old girls.

2.4. Coverage, efficacy and cost inputs

We assumed 70% coverage of the target population of girls only
for all vaccination scenarios, but also considered increased cover-
age to 90% for one-dose vaccination in sensitivity analysis. For all
one-dose scenarios, we assumed 80% efficacy against incident
HPV-16 and -18 infections, based on the lower-bound target effi-
cacy for one-dose HPV vaccination in an upcoming randomized
control trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT 03180034). Given
the unknown duration of one-dose vaccine protection, we assumed
15 years of full protection followed by waning protection at a con-
stant rate over an additional 20 years, but explored waning begin-
ning earlier at 10 years as well as lifetime protection. For two-dose
vaccination, we assumed 100% protection against HPV-16 and -18
infections over the lifetime.

We assumed a baseline HPV vaccine cost of $4.50 per dose (for
tradeable goods, one international dollar [I$] is equivalent to one
US$) [19] as well as a vaccine delivery cost of I$2.40 per dose,
which assumes delivery costs are attributed evenly by dose [20].
Cancer costs (in 2011 I$) included the direct (e.g., treatment) and
non-direct medical (e.g., transportation) costs, as well as women’s
time costs associated with treating invasive cervical cancer in
Uganda (i.e., stage I: I$888; stages II-IV: I$1176) [15].

2.5. Outcomes

The primary outcomes of the analysis included the cost of the
vaccine program (including dosage and delivery costs), the cost
of cervical cancer treatment, and total societal costs in 2011 I$.
Health outcomes included the number of cervical cancer cases
and DALYs. Costs and DALYs were discounted at 3% per year. Model
outcomes were aggregated over multiple birth cohorts to capture
the lifetime costs and benefits of women aged 9–50 years in year
2017, as well as nine incoming birth cohorts of 9-year-old girls
from years 2018–2026 (i.e., the entire live population of Ugandan
women up to age 50 in 2017). Routine vaccination of 9-year-old
girls with either dose schedule was assumed to continue indefi-
nitely. Disease costs reflect all costs related to treatment of cervical
cancer, as well as cost offsets due to cancer prevention following
HPV vaccination.

We calculated the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER)
defined as the additional cost of a particular strategy divided by
the additional health benefits (i.e., DALYs averted). Strategies that
were either more costly and less effective (‘dominated’), or less
costly and less cost-effective (‘extended dominated’), than an alter-
native strategy were considered inefficient, and removed from fur-
ther consideration. Remaining strategies were identified as
efficient, and those with an ICER below the per-capita gross
domestic product (GDP) (Uganda: 2011 I$1603) [21] were consid-
ered ‘very cost-effective’ [22].
3. Results

3.1. Health benefits

Compared with a scenario of no HPV vaccination, the number of
cervical cancer cases averted with routine one-dose HPV vaccina-
tion (assuming 80% efficacy and 70% coverage) was projected to
increase over time and was greater at longer duration of protection
associated with a one-dose schedule (Fig. 2a). Even when including
herd immunity benefits to unvaccinated cohorts of men and
women, there was a considerable time delay (�30 years) between
initiation of routine 9-year-old HPV vaccination and impact on cer-
vical cancer cases averted at the population level (Fig. 2a). For
example, routine one-dose vaccination was projected to avert 2%
of cancer cases (i.e. 146–147 cases) in 2035 compared with no vac-
cination, increasing to 15–16% of cancer cases in 2055 (depending
on one-dose waning assumption). In contrast, two-dose HPV vacci-
nation assuming 100% lifelong efficacy was projected to avert 21%
of cervical cancer cases in 2055 compared with no vaccination.
Compared with routine one-dose HPV vaccination, two-dose vacci-
nation with higher efficacy was projected to result in approxi-
mately 150,000–310,000 more DALYs averted (i.e. 5–9% more
DALYs averted compared with one-dose) over the lifetime of the
analytic cohorts, depending on assumptions regarding the duration
of the one-dose vaccine protection (Fig. 3a).

3.2. Economic outcomes

Ten years of routine one- and two-dose HPV vaccination
required substantial upfront investments in vaccine procurement
and delivery but resulted in long-term cost offsets from future
averted cancer cases (Fig. 2b). For example, the total vaccine-
related cost associated with one-dose vaccination with 70% cover-
age exceeded I$29 million over the first 10-year period, whereas
two-dose vaccination cost over I$58 million (Fig. 3b). Compared



Fig. 2. Annual number of cervical cancer cases averted (Panel A) and total discounted economic costs (Panel B) associated with one-dose human papillomavirus (HPV)
vaccination programs over time, assuming 70% vaccination coverage under alternative waning scenarios compared with no HPV vaccination and two-dose HPV vaccination.
Percentage values (Panel A) represent the change in averted cancer cases in the population in years 2035 and 2055 following ten years of routine HPV vaccination, including
indirect herd immunity benefits, compared with no HPV vaccination. For each calendar year, cases and costs are aggregated over multiple birth cohorts (i.e., the population of
Ugandan women aged <50 years alive in 2017).
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with no HPV vaccination, the total disease-specific costs were
lower under all vaccination programs in Scenarios A and B due to
prevented cancer cases, which accrued over time. Of note, routine
two-dose HPV vaccination required twice the initial investment of
one-dose vaccination, while the cost offsets due to cancer preven-
tion was only marginally higher (an additional 5–10%).

Routine one-dose HPV vaccination of 9-year-old girls provided
greater health benefit for less money (i.e., was cost-saving), com-
pared with no vaccination regardless of waning scenario (Table 1,
top panel). In contrast, while two-dose vaccination was always
more effective than one-dose vaccination, the incremental cost of
two doses versus one dose depended on the duration of one-dose
protection (Table 1, bottom panel). For example, two-dose vaccina-
tion was more costly than one-dose vaccination when we assumed
one-dose protection did not wane or began to wane at 15 years;
despite the higher cost, two-dose vaccination had an ICER below
Uganda’s per-capita GDP. When one-dose waning was assumed
to begin earlier at 10 years, two-dose vaccination was less costly
and more beneficial (i.e., was cost-saving) compared to one-dose
vaccination.
3.3. Sensitivity analysis

When we explored potential improvements in coverage associ-
ated with one-dose vaccination (i.e., 90% coverage) compared with
two-dose vaccination at base case (i.e., 70%) coverage, we found
that a higher vaccination coverage with the less efficacious one-
dose vaccination achieved near-equivalent (i.e., 99%) health bene-
fits in terms of DALYs averted relative to two-dose vaccination, if
one-dose vaccine protection did not wane (Table 2). Under these
assumptions, one-dose vaccination was cost-saving, and two-
dose vaccination exceeded the Ugandan per-capita GDP threshold.
However, although one-dose vaccination with higher coverage
remained cost-saving regardless of waning assumption, two-dose
vaccination was considered ‘very cost-effective’ when one-dose
protection waned at 10 or 15 years.
4. Discussion

Using a model-based approach that incorporates HPV transmis-
sion dynamics, cervical cancer disease natural history, and popula-
tion demographics, we projected that one-dose HPV vaccination
assuming 80% efficacy against HPV-16/18 infections would provide
substantial population health benefits compared with no vaccina-
tion, averting between 400,000 and 550,000 DALYs over the life-
times of the current population of Ugandan women under age
50. In settings where two-dose HPV vaccination may be feasible,
considering a one-dose schedule would require explicit tradeoffs
between health and economic consequences (i.e., lower costs but
also lower health benefit). However, we found that the lower



Fig. 3. Total discounted disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) (Panel A) and total discounted economic costs (Panel B) associated with one-dose human papillomavirus (HPV)
vaccination at 70% vaccination coverage, cumulative over the lifetimes of women aged <50 years alive in year 2017. Vaccine program costs (red bars) reflect 10 birth cohorts
of 9-year-old girls from years 2017–2026 (total 6,893,994 girls) at 70% vaccination coverage. Disease costs (blue bars) reflect disease offsets over the lifetimes of women aged
<50 years alive in year 2017.
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efficacy of a one-dose schedule could nearly be compensated for by
improved coverage if one-dose vaccination does not wane. To our
knowledge, our study is the first to assess the value of one-dose
HPV vaccination exploring the effects of reduced efficacy, under
scenarios of vaccine coverage and durability in a low-income set-
ting. Consistent with previous analyses that explored reduced-
dose regimens of HPV vaccination [23–26], this analysis highlights
the importance of the duration of one-dose vaccine protection, par-
ticularly compared with a scenario of a highly efficacious two-dose
vaccination program. Notably, we found that despite using a sim-
ulation model that captures the clearance and progression of
HPV as a function of time since infection rather than age, health
benefits and cost-effectiveness diminished considerably with
decreased duration of vaccine protection, which is a major source
of uncertainty given the lack of empirical data currently available.

Although both one- and two-dose schedules would provide
‘good value for money’ (i.e., were cost-saving or very cost-
effective) under the majority of scenarios we considered, the
cost-effectiveness results do not account for the budget impact
and the ability of countries to pay for vaccine procurement and
delivery. Even high-value interventions, such as HPV vaccination,
may not be affordable [27]. Even under favorable vaccine cost
assumptions (i.e., I$6.90 per delivered vaccine dose), significant
upfront investments would be required for a one-dose vaccination
program, which would be even greater for a two-dose program
(Fig. 2b).

There are several limitations to this analysis. Due to limited
data on sexual behavior in Uganda, we used a dynamic model that
reflects HPV transmission according to sexual behavior patterns in
the U.S. population. To the extent that sexual behaviors are differ-
ent across settings, the herd immunity benefits we projected may
not be generalizable to Uganda or other settings. However, initial
explorations indicate that the error introduced by not including
any herd immunity was greater than when including herd immu-
nity under various scenarios of sexual mixing; we therefore elected
to include some measure of herd immunity even using data from a
different setting. Exploring the implications of these assumptions
is a priority for ongoing work.



Table 1
Discounteda incremental costs, disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) averted and cost-effectiveness of one-doseb HPV vaccination versus no HPV vaccination (Scenario A) and
two-dosec HPV vaccination versus one-dose HPV vaccination (Scenario B), assuming 70% vaccination coverage and alternative one-dose waning scenarios.

Scenario A Incremental costd Incremental DALYs avertede Cost (I$) per DALY averted (1-dose vs no vaccination)

– 1-dose (no wane) vs. No vaccination �$18,844,302 554,085 Cost-savingf

– 1-dose (15y wane) vs. No vaccination �$9,420,067 468,581 Cost-savingf

– 1-dose (10y wane) vs. No vaccination �$2,204,767 396,234 Cost-savingf

Scenario B Incremental costd DALYs avertede Cost (I$) per DALY averted (2-dose vs 1-dose)

– 2-dose (no wane) vs. 1-dose (no wane) $16,541,108 149,477 $111 g

– 2-dose (no wane) vs. 1-dose (15y wane) $7,116,873 234,982 $30 g

– 2-dose (no wane) vs. 1-dose (10y wane) �$98,427 307,328 Cost-savingf

a Costs and DALYs discounted at 3% per year.
b One-dose HPV vaccine efficacy of 80%.
c Two-dose HPV vaccine efficacy of 100% and lifelong durability.
d Incremental costs reflect vaccine program costs associated with 10 incoming birth cohorts of 9-year-old girls from years 2017–2026 (total 6,893,944 girls) at 70%

vaccination coverage, and disease cost offsets over the lifetimes of women aged <50 years alive in year 2017.
e Incremental DALYs averted are aggregated over multiple birth cohorts and capture the benefit over the lifetimes of women aged <50 years alive in year 2017.
f Cost-saving interventions provide greater health benefit for less money than the comparator.
g Considered ‘very cost-effective’ as the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio is less than the gross domestic product per capita in Uganda (i.e., I$1603). Abbreviations. HPV:

Human papillomavirus; ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.

Table 2
Sensitivity analysis evaluating one-dose routine HPV vaccination programs with higher coverage (90%) compared with two-dose lower vaccination coverage (70%) by one-dose
waning scenarios.

Discounted costs (I$)a Discounted DALYsa

No waning (One-dose) Total cost Incremental costs Total DALYs Incremental DALYs averted Cost (I$) per DALY averted

No vaccination $313,973,472 – 3,961,822 – –
1-dose vaccination (90% cov) $291,639,143 �$22,334,328 3,268,629 693,193 Cost-savingb

2-dose vaccination (70% cov) $311,670,277 $20,031,134 3,258,260 10,369 $1932

15-year waning (One-dose)

No vaccination $313,973,472 – 3,961,822 – –
1-dose vaccination (90% cov) $301,497,401 �$12,476,071 3,358,907 602,916 Cost-savingb

2-dose vaccination (70% cov) $311,670,277 $10,172,877 3,258,260 100,647 $101c

10-year waning (One-dose)

No vaccination $313,973,472 – 3,961,822 – –
1-dose vaccination (90% cov) $310,297,455 �$3,676,016 3,447,321 514,502 Cost-savingb

2-dose vaccination (70% cov) $311,670,277 $1,372,822 3,258,260 189,060 $7c

a Costs and DALYs discounted at 3% per year.
b Cost-saving interventions provide greater health benefit for less money than the comparator.
c Considered ‘very cost-effective’ as the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio is less than the gross domestic product per capita in Uganda (i.e., I$1603). Abbreviations: HPV:

Human papillomavirus.
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This analysis captured the costs of the vaccination program for
only the first ten years and captured the disease costs and health
benefits over the lifetimes of women alive up to age 50 years in
2017. Costs and population-level impact of HPV vaccination will
likely continue to increase as additional adolescent girls are vacci-
nated; however, we only captured a limited time horizon of vacci-
nation costs and health effects given likely changes in available
technologies and policies, and assumed that cervical cancer inci-
dence rates were stable over this time period (although population
dynamics were included).

We did not explore alternative levels of efficacy for one-dose
vaccination other than our assumption of 80%, considered a
lower-bound estimate. We also did not include efficacy against
high-risk HPV types other than HPV-16/18 (i.e., cross-protection).
Our assumption of immediate roll-out to 70% coverage is opti-
mistic, and slower implementation and scale-up would delay the
expected benefits projected in the current analysis.

Due to limited data, we did not include program costs for
increasing coverage. As a result, the findings for these scenarios
should be interpreted with caution, particularly if the delivery
costs associated with expanding the vaccination program increase
with higher coverage or if costs for delivering a second dose are dif-
ferent than delivering the first. We also assumed that any ongoing
screening programs did not change under the HPV vaccination sce-
narios. We note that scale-up of screening programs may represent
a synergistic and high-value approach to cervical cancer preven-
tion. Finally, we did not evaluate the impact HPV vaccination
may have on non-cervical cancers in women and men, which
would increase the value of all HPV vaccination programs; how-
ever, there is even greater uncertainty of one-dose efficacy on
these cancers. For similar reasons, we did not include scenarios
of male vaccination or take into explicit consideration the effect
of HIV co-infection. Analyses will be updated once more informa-
tion is available.

5. Conclusions

For countries that have yet to adopt an HPV vaccination pro-
gram, our models predicted that one-dose vaccination results in
cost-savings compared with no HPV vaccination given the down-
stream cost offsets from averting cervical cancer; however, even
this high-value program would require significant upfront invest-
ments. For countries considering a two-dose schedule, two-dose
vaccination represented ‘good value for money’, unless one-dose
vaccination could achieve higher coverage and provide lifelong
protection. Continued exploration of the potential differences in
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vaccine properties, as well as delivery and scale-up strategies,
between one and two doses will be important as data continue
to emerge. Ultimately, the type of HPV vaccination program a
country selects will depend on multiple factors, including feasibil-
ity, acceptability, affordability, and value for money.
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